The product state concept offers a new perspective on manufacturing programmes by focusing on the sub-sequent states of a product throughout the different stages. An elementary part of the concept are the (inter-)relations between product states along the process chain. In order to utilize the advantages this concept offers, graph theory, as a method with corresponding requirements towards data organization, is applied in a theoretical example. The preliminary findings indicate that graph theory may be a promising addition to the product state concept supporting transparency and in the long run quality of a manufacturing programme.
Introduction
Describing a manufacturing programme with the product state concept supports transparent data and information management by incorporating a system view on products. A manufacturing programme is understood as a process chain with each process having a number of operations. In the process chain, processes may be linked one-to-one, disjunctively or conjunctively to preceding or subsequent processes [9] . One of the challenges of this approach is to handle the complex (inter-)relations of state characteristics along the different manufacturing processes and operations along today's manufacturing programmes. In order to increase the future applicability in an industrial environment and enhance the understanding of product state (inter-)relations, new methods and tools need to be developed.
The approach elaborated developed in this paper reflects the application of both graph theory and the product state concept. An exemplary model of a manufacturing programme illustrating the (inter-) relations between selected state characteristics of a product and all other determined relevant state characteristics at different stages, thus product states, is utilized to illustrate the application. In this case, the overall model is separated in various submodels by focusing on a single focus state characteristics during the last stage, which are either directly or indirectly connected to the selected ones. Furthermore, it is possible to use a simple algorithm which may provide possibly relevant paths of each selected state characteristic to every state characteristic within the simplified sub-models. As a result, an easier and more transparent illustration of the complex (inter-)relations can be supported by the proposed method and integrated in the product state concept visualization.
The goal of the paper is to present a first theoretical analysis of the incorporation of graph theory and the product state concept in the domain of manufacturing as a basis for further research. The results of the simplified illustration of (inter-)relations may support different process improvement approaches, ranging from quality to information management etc., within the intelligent manufacturing systems framework. However, the later utilization of the results is not in the scope of this paper.
The paper will first elaborate on the requirements of manufacturing programmes and briefly introduce the product state concept and its possible visual representations as well as graph theory. Following, the exemplary application of graph theory and the product state concept in manufacturing will be presented. To conclude the paper, the results and limitations of the approach are critically discussed before a short summary and an outlook on further research on the topic is given.
State of the art
In this section the two fundamental subjects, graph theory and the product state concept including visualization of the former are introduced and briefly elaborated. Beforehand, requirements of todays manufacturing programmes towards data and information representation are presented.
New research results indicate the importance of cross-process relations and their influence on product quality in manufacturing programmes [1] . Looking at a manufacturing programme as a system with different components, e.g., processes and operations, not being independent form each other and thus on the contrary, influence each other's outcomes (quality) can contribute to improvements. For example is it possible to induce reasons for quality variations during an early process of a manufacturing programme, which are triggered during a later stage [2] [3] . An example is internal stress allocations, induced during the operation 'clamping' in the machining process of a manufacturing programme, which may have no significant effect until the final heat treatment process, where they may influence the process and lead to distortion of the product [4] [5] [6] .
Increasing the transparency and ability to support the understanding of such relations may support quality initiatives. However, the complexity of a manufacturing programme increases rapidly with its number of processes and operations, and this represents a challenge newly developed concepts and approaches have to deal with. The development of the product state concept is based on the 'system view' and tries to contribute to generating increased understanding of co-relations within a manufacturing programme. It furthermore may contribute to the further development by reducing the complexity by supporting the identification of relevant information within this system. This way information not regarded as relevant does not have to be processed and the dimensionality can be reduced. The relations between the different processes or product states, which contribute to the complexity, are actively taken into regard within the development of the product state concept. In the following the product state concept is briefly elaborated before the subsequent visualization is introduced.
Product state concept
The product state concept describes a manufacturing programme by the state of the manufactured product, the manufacturing processes/operations involved and environmental factors. For a more in-depth description refer to [9] .
The purpose of every process step during the manufacturing programme is to add value to the product and therefore, at least in the manufacturing industry, change the products state [7] [8] . This change of state typically happens in a progression of successive states until its final state. Thus, the state of the product is changed at least with every (value adding) process or operation. Looking at a product by its state has the advantage to being able to describe and/or monitor this transformation. Therefore, looking at the product and process states and their transitions along the whole manufacturing programme accumulates a complete picture of realized measures and transforming processes. The product state is the core of the product state concept generally defined by the requirements towards the product by the customer. It is specific to the individual manufacturing programme. Once the final state is reached, the product is considered ready for delivery to customers.
It is important to notice that the product state always represents an individual product. This allows to react to individual (quality) deviations. The product state describes a product at a certain time during the manufacturing programme or after through a combination of state characteristics. State characteristics are definable and ascertainable measures, which can be described in a quantitative or qualitative way, e.g. weight or chemical composition of the material. The product state changes due to external influence, e.g., machining or corrosion from checkpoint A (t=0) to checkpoint B (t=1) when at least one descriptive state characteristic changes [9] .
Visual illustration of product state concept
The goal and purpose of the visualization of the product state concept is mainly to provide an overview of the structure of the manufacturing programme and its processes/operations with the (inter-)relations between the state characteristics in the focus. The complete visualization contains three visualization layers to incorporate as much information about the manufacturing programme and the states as possible. However, given the limited space available, the state model, representing the second layer is presented in the following as a basis for the further application together with the graph theory approach. In order to increase the readability, the visualization of the process structure and process parameters can be excluded from the model. However, if the visualization of the processes, process parameters and their influence on state characteristics desired, the visualization principles and symbols of the meta-model are to be applied in the state-model. This visual representation of the product state concept has various overlaps with graph theory. In the following, the pinciples of graph theory are introduced before the two concepts are combined.
Graph theory
The previously presented product state concept and the subsequent visualization model share common principles with the graph theory approach. Based on that, graph theory may be an appropriate tool to illustrate such systems and model it further, as it facilitates similar understanding. Being a logical and systematic approach, the theory itself and its application are well described in theory and practice. Graph theoretical modeling of various systems and problems has shown promising analytical results [10] . Application areas are e.g., modeling of systems, network analysis diagnosis etc. in various domains [11] . More explicitly, graph theory was utilized to support e.g., materials selection for engineering designs [12] , automated recognition of CAD data [13] and the determination of a system's suitability for remanufacturing [11] .
Graph theory is a mathematical branch, which studies systems in sets of 2-elements and allow for the representation of any physical situation, which involves discrete objects and a relationship among them in a graph [14] [15] [16] . The two basic elements are nodes (alternative: vertex) and edges (alternative: link). It is possible to plot a graph for specific purposes, e.g., by modeling state drivers as vertices and the (inter-)relations as edges [17] . After the vertices and links are determined, the (inter-)relations between the nodes can be represented in form of a directional graph and also in a matrix form [11] [12] . Numerical values can be assigned to the edges based on their individual contribution to the system and their interdependence to each other in order to calculate an overall index. Such an index can be used for a comparison of different systems or a self-analysis of the system [11] .
In case of modeling a manufacturing programme represented through the product state concept, the vertices are state characteristics and the edges the (inter-)relations between the state characteristics. These can be within a product state, between neighboring states or system wide. Once the graph of the model of a manufacturing program has been obtained, in this case the visualization model, the resultant graph can be considered complex due to its size and the multiple relations among its vertices. Considering, the more vertices and edges a graph has, the more complex the graph is [12] .
Exemplary application of graph theory and product state concept
The goal of applying graph theory in combination with the product state concept is to determine the most important (inter-)relations between state characteristics within a manufacturing programme.
Research methodology
The research methodology is structured in four phases. The first phase describes mainly the description of the manufacturing programme by the product state based view, incl. identification of product states, (inter-)relations and determination of checkpoints. The second phase converts the obtained information into a visual model, a graph so to speak. The first two phases may be considered as being part of the product state concept. The third phase is a transitional one. Its goal is to obtain a respective sub graph for selected state characteristics. So does the exemplary application focus on one specific state characteristic of the final product state. This state characteristic is assumed to be chosen by the customer and thus deemed relevant. This is a prerequisite of the fourth phase. This phase is utilizing graph theory by applying an algorithm on the obtained sub-graph in order to identify paths which define the most relevant state characteristics for the selected state characteristic. (Note: phase 3 & 4 can be repeated with different state characteristics/sub-graphs and thus create a more complete model of the manufacturing programme).
Exemplary application
In the following the focus is laid on the two phases where graph theory is utilized on the product state concepts foundation. After the preparation of the data by identifying relevant state characteristic and converting the model in a graph (see state-model) in the third phase respective, simplified sub-graphs are determined always based on the customer perspective (see Fig. 2 .) and its (simplified) adjacency matrix (see Fig. 3 .) accordingly. The sub-graph (Fig. 2.) is being obtained by selecting the state characteristic A(n) and omitting all state characteristics and their relations which are not connected to the A(n) vertex. Notice that the current model is less complex than the original containing all (relevant) state characteristics of the manufacturing programme. It has to be noted, that each sub-graph is independent from the others and each graph can share more than one vertex but not its edges. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that each sub-graph will have its respective adjacency matrix. During the third phase, a simplified graph and its respective adjacency matrix will be obtained. These will be denoted by sub-graph A(n) and adjacency matrix of the sub-graph A(n) respectively. The sub-graph only shows the relevant state characteristic which must be considered in order to perform the study of the selected state characteristic A(n).
Following the definition of sub-graphs and the corresponding adjacency matrix, through an analysis by an algorithm, the target is to obtain the different most relevant paths of each selected state characteristics. The chosen algorithm explores all vertices within the sub-graph obtained in the previous phase. As a result, a path can be obtained from object vertex to each vertex. It is necessary to bear in mind that once these paths have been obtained, sub-graphs can be split to facilitate the analysis. Notice that the object vertex does not need to be part of the subgraphs where more than a single vertex can be shared. These paths will be the solution to the problem and be formed by a sequence of vertices which will be connected to its respective edges. All resultant paths will be finite. This means each graph will be delimited by a start vertex and an end vertex. The start vertices are the object vertices, whereas the end vertices may be any of the vertices within the sub-graph. If the vertices of each path are connected by weighted edges, the paths will be then denoted as weighted paths. The weight of each path in a weighted graph is the sum of the weights of the traversed edges. The weights may be obtained by applying different appropriate methods. For example by using machine learning algorithms to obtain first a set of relevant state characteristics in this context including their weight vector w seems to be promising (e.g., [18] ).
Every path is denoted by: = , . . . , ;
In this context, v o to v n are the starting and ending vertices respectively by which path P is delimited, and that w is the sum of the weight of every vertex within the path. The following algorithm has been designed in order to obtain the paths with the most relevant state characteristics related to the selected state characteristics which need to be studied. In the following the algorithm 'phase4' is presented:
Step 0
1. Associate to each edge e ij its weight w ij (e). a. if there exists no connection between vertices i and j, then w ij = 0. Step 2 if changes_detector = true then go to the step 1 else end "phase4"
Define a label
The algorithm is designed based on the Bellman-Kalaba algorithm [19] and was adapted to the requirements of the state characteristics representation of the sub-graph. The algorithm explores all vertices within the sub-graph obtained in the third phase and analyses all paths between the origin vertex and the others. The goal is to identify the sum of the weights associated to both each edge and arc connecting all vertices the path is compounded by its the maximum.
It has to be taken into account that when an edge connects a vertex i with another j, its edge will be replaced by an arc whose direction will be assigned according to the direction of the path. This only occurs when the edge is be included in the sub-graph. Considering that edge e ij is equivalent to e ji , their associated weights w ij and w ji are assumed equivalent. This would cause the algorithm to repeatedly include the vertices which are connected by an edge, and thus repeatedly increase the weight of the path to the infinity. The algorithm takes this fact into account, and when the vertices which are connected by edge e ij becomes part of the path, the edge is converted into arc a ij , by changing the value of w ji to 0. By doing so, w ij and w ji will not be equivalent any more. The algorithm application of is performed by a graphical and matricidal resolution. Following, the graphical resolution is elaborated further.
During the graphical resolution of the algorithm, the vertices will be marked with variable t and the value of label P. The algorithm will be initialized by marking all vertices which the sub-graph is compounded by. Variable t will be the weight associated to the edge or arc which connects the origin vertex with others. When a vertex is not connected to the origin vertex, the value of its label P i will be 0.
Once all vertices have been initialized, the first iteration of the algorithm may be performed. During the first iteration, all vertices must be analyzed and their marks must be updated according to the conditions of the algorithm. When a vertex is analyzed and the restrictions are fulfilled, the values of its labels P i and t i need to be updated. Fig. 4 below shows the name of each variable in orange color, whereas its respective values are in brackets. The matricidal resolution is performed by using a table and a matrix for each iteration of the algorithm. The table must define the state of both variables P and t at certain iteration. The n x n matrix, where n is the number of vertices, displayed in columns (i) and by rows (j). The matrix analyzes the following restriction for each set of nodes i and j:
< +
If the restriction is fulfilled, the value of label P i is updated. When during an iteration none of the values of label P are updated, the algorithm ends. The algorithm attempts to identify all existing paths between the origin vertex and the others, in such a way that the sum of the weights associated to both, edges and arcs connecting the vertices the path is compounded by, reaches its maximum. The resultant sub-graph with the updated weights reflecting the relevance of the (inter-)relation of the state characteristics is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 
Discussion of results
The previous description of the exemplary graph theory application on the product state concept was intentionally very brief, as going into further detail would not benefit the reader at this point towards the goal of this paper.
Discussion
The presented preliminary results of applying graph theory on information of a manufacturing programme structured according to the product state concept seem promising. The structure of the product state concept visualization supports the perspective taken by a graph theory approach naturally. By utilizing the weight of (inter-)relations between relevant state characteristics, graph theory seems to provide a tool that allows to highlight connections of high relevance. This newly obtained knowledge may allow to increase the transparency and understanding within manufacturing programmes with respect to the influence of the process and thus may have an effect on the process and product quality.
The presented theoretical and very basic application show that the accuracy of the results, assuming the input information and data is accurate depends on the design of the algorithm. Therefore, an initial reflection on what results shall be obtained is required before starting the analysis. This way, the algorithm can be designed accordingly, taking the characteristics of the problem and the solution requested by the interested parts into consideration. Additionally, it should be noticed that the more complex a manufacturing system is, the harder the algorithm design may be. Consequently, a decent level of knowledge of computation theory is advised for the persons applying the method.
However, the result of the algorithm will provide simplified systems (sub-graphs) which can be separately used for different analysis and are relatively easy to interpret by the practitioner once obtained. Thus, the strengths of the presented approach may be seen in its flexibility and transparency of the results which provide the property to be easily understood and to get a quick general idea of how the processes are affecting the (final) state of the product.
Limitations
A main limitation of applying graph theory in this context is the required level of understanding and knowledge about the manufacturing programme, its products and processes in greater detail. These limitations are similar to those of the product state concept (see [9] for details), which was to be expected, as it is the basis for the graph theory application. Obtaining a) enough of the relevant process and product data and b) derive knowledge on the (inter-)relations are to be considered significant challenges.
Unknown state characteristics and especially unknown (inter-)relations may jeopardize any beneficial findings from the beginning as the initial model does not reflect the 'real world' in the detail needed. The same is true for the existing knowledge gap when it comes to describing the (inter-)relations quantitatively so it can be computed. Another limitation is the effort needed to model all sub-graphs, depending on the complexity of the manufacturing programme, there can be a large number of sub-graphs needed, and the subsequent application of the algorithm. The algorithm design itself is a challenge but that is more a technical than a systemic one. Partly based on the first limitation raised here, the challenge to obtain an accurate set of (manufacturing) data for the purpose of modeling the manufacturing system is more of a general challenge for most analysis in manufacturing domain. In this case the added difficulty is the partly missing knowledge about what data is really needed.
A specific limitation concerning the algorithm design described a problem that occurs when a relation between two state characteristics is bidirectional (interdependent). This would cause a loop that would increase the value of P i to the infinity and thus result in infinity iterations. Within this preliminary design, the algorithm converts the interdependency into a dependency with just one direction. This neglects the possible impact an interdependency may have and may alter the results of the analysis. An alternative may be to accumulate the interdependent state characteristics in a combined (multi-dimensional) vector. However, this has to be discussed in further research.
Overall the major challenges of the application can be found during the model generation and the algorithm design. During these phases, mistakes have a strong impact on the results and may render them obsolete.
Conclusion and outlook
The presented work may be considered as a first step towards integrating graph theory and the product state concept in order to increase transparency and subsequently in the long run quality. It has been shown that theoretically graph theory may be a suitable method to utilize the advantages a product state based representation of a manufacturing programmes data and information offers. The subsequent states along the manufacturing programme and the (inter-)relations between the state characteristics seem to provide a good foundation for graph theory without needing large adaptation.
However, the presented example in this paper is a mostly theoretical one and several assumptions have been made. For example it is not trivial to derive quantitative measures to describe the (inter-)relations between state characteristics and states. In this area, there is still a lot of research necessary to close knowledge gaps. Furthermore, in this example an individual state characteristic of the final state has been chosen in order to create the model. In reality, quality constraints will most likely include several state characteristics which have to be incorporated.
A combination with ongoing research activities in the field of supervised machine learning within the product state concept will be enforced. The focus of this activity is on identification of relevant state characteristics in manufacturing programmes, their relation among each other and obtaining the weight (weight vector w) of the relationship. This may contribute to the overall applicability of the presented approach.
This research is relying on the availability of high quality (industrial) data, not just process data but also materials science experimental research data. In this context, the provision of such data by a accessible infrastructure, providing also the necessary meta information would be preferable.
In order to further the research in this area it may be necessary to include experts in the area of graph theory. So far a very basic approach on graph theory has been applied due to the limited experience of the authors in this field. The authors are hopeful that a fruitful discussion will arise from this first paper of proposed research. Any feedback is encouraged and the authors welcome interested researchers especially from the field of graph theory to collaborate on the topic. Furthermore, interesting industrial application scenarios which allow a 'real world' evaluation of the approach are highly welcome and collaboration encouraged.
